TO: Fred Bailey <Fred.Bailey@wscc.nt.ca>, Morton, Tim (AADNC/AANDC)
<tim.morton@canada.ca>, ClintAmbrose <Clint_Ambrose@gov.nt.ca>,
Brandon Bradbury <Brandon_Bradbury@gov.nt.ca>, Anila Jokela <
ajokela@wlwb.ca>, Ellen Reyes < ereyes@wlwb.ca>, Robert_Eno@gov.nt.ca;
Heather Beck <Heather_Beck@gov.nt.ca>
CC: Michael J Byron <mbyron@nighthawkgold.com>, Lorraine Dupuis
<ldupuis@nighthawkgold.com>, Barbara Evans <evans.lands@gmail.com>, John Walther
<jwalther@geominex.com>
FROM: William Waychison
DATE: November 6, 2019
RE: 191106 Nighthawk Fuel Report for Colomac - ( NWT Land Use Permit Licenses: Class A,
Number W2018C0007 & LUP: W2018X0006; and, Water Use Permit Licenses W2018L2-0002
and W2018L2-0003 - Type B)
This memo report summarizes and photo-documents the fuel inventory at Nighthawk Gold Corp’s
Colomac camp upon its seasonal closing on October 6, 2019. The photo-documentation and data were
captured between October 1 and 6, 2019. A preliminary memo report announcing the seasonal closing
of the Colomac camp, less photo-documentation, was sent to Tim Morton et al, via email September
26, 2019. That notice described the closing condition of completed drill locations, and included an
excel listing of 2019 completed diamond drill holes, attitudes, and UTM locations, etc., along with
three drill location plans. The Colomac camp was closed for the season on October 6, 2019 and is
expected to re-open in 2020. An aerial view of the Colomac camp at the 2019 closing date is depicted
within Figure 1.
Figure 1 Aerial view of Colomac camp enclosed within electric bear fence prior to 2019 closure
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All full drums of Nighthawk fuel have been consolidated at the Colomac airstrip staging area where
they are retained within two berms. Diesel and (red) gasoline drums, are located within the large berm,
while Jet B fuel is stored within the smaller of the two berms (Figure 2). Fuel filters for both berms in
the image were removed and the drain lines to the respective berm closed prior to departure. Within
the larger berm the area between the standing gasoline and standing diesel drums contains empty
double-stacked horizontal diesel (black) drums mixed with a few empty (red) gasoline drums.
Other fuel drums outside of the berms and located along the north side of the staging area (behind the
white truck), belong to Tlicho/CARD or are contained within three metal storage containers and
belong to Federal government inspectors. Nighthawk Gold Corp accepts no responsible for the
placement, or state of third-party fuel drums cited above. A few standing black drums can be seen
within two wooden framed structures at the east margin of the staging area (lower portion of Figure 1).
These are empty drums, and along with their wooden containment, form part of the ramps required at
times to assist in loading/unloading Dash 7 aircraft.

Figure 2 Nighthawk's full fuel drums are consolidated within two berms at the airstrip staging area

The amount of Nighthawk’s different fuel types stored at the staging upon closing of Colomac camp
on October 6, 2019 is summarized in Table 1
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Table 1 Summary of Nighthawk fuel at Colomac camp Airstrip staging area. (data collected October 6, 2019)

Fuel Type
Large Berm
Gasoline (2018)
Diesel (2018)
Small Berm
Jet B fuel (2018)
On Pallets
Propane

Amount
(all standing)
8 drums
240 drums
(all horizontal)
162 drums
(tanks corralled next to western staging shed)
8 x 100 lb tanks

Diesel drums within the large berm at the Colomac staging area are positioned vertical with the drums
tilted to draw surface water away from the bungs (figure 3). Figure 4 shows eight (red) gasoline drums
similarly placed vertical and tilted with bungs at 3 and 9 o’clock.
Figure 3 Diesel drums within large berm at Colomac airstrip staging area
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Figure 4 Gasoline drums within the large berm stand vertical and tilted to draw surface water accumulations away
from the bungs

The small berm at the Colomac staging area contains Jet B drums positioned horizontal with bungs
positioned at 3 and 9
o’clock
A total of 8 full 100 lb
propane cylinders are
located at the Colomac
staging area (figure 5). The
cylinders are vertical, on a
wooden platform, and
corralled and secured with
a ratchet strap to the
western
storage
unit
located at the staging area
(Figure 2).

Figure 5 100 lb propane tanks standing vertical and securred with a ratchet strap.
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All fuel drums located within the Colomac camp are from end use locations, and as such include
partial drums/cylinders; they are not included within the above inventory Table 1.
All diesel drums at the Colomac camp, which were
connected to the camp heating stoves have been
disconnected. Drums are removed from their saddle
stands, positioned vertical, fully closed and sealed,
with sorbent matting and a plastic bag secured about
the taps (Figure 6,). The drums are tilted to shed
surface water away from the bung areas. These drums
have been arranged to be not more than 25 percent
full. Hoses to the diesel drums are removed and
placed within their secondary catchment container
within the respective tent / building. All Toyo stoves
are removed and stored in our locked sea can. No fuel
drums are connected to any stoves.
Figure 6 Diesel fuel drums within Colomac camp stored
vertical behind end use buildings with taps closed,
sealed, and wrapped in sorbent matting and plastic bag

All doors to tents and buildings are secured and either key locked or screw-shut.
In addition, where camp appliances at the Colomac Camp use propane; the partial 100 lb cylinders
remain vertical at their end use location, but are closed shut, and remain secured to the wall/frame of
the building with metal strapping. These cylinders are not included within the inventory reported in
Table 1 as they are partial cylinders.
The bear fence at the Colomac camp remains operative and was transitioned to solar power before
camp closure and departure October 6, 2019. Nighthawk anticipates re-opening the Colomac camp
during 2020.
Other Inventory at the Colomac Staging Area
In addition to the fuel, a few additional items are stored at the staging apron near the Colomac airstrip
in preparation for the 2020 exploration season. These items are shown in Figure 7 and include sealed
crates of calcium chloride drill salt, and skids of new NQ-sized core boxes. An inventory of these
materials is summarized within Table 2.
The (calcium chloride) drill salt is stored in large and small wood crates, shown on the left of Figure 7.
The salt arrives in sealed plastic bags of approximately 50 lbs each and is protected from the elements
by the wooden crates that were screw-shut sealed prior to the departure of the last drillers on Sept 29,
2019.
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Figure 7 Image of the air strip staging area with several closed wooden crates of calcium chloride drill salt located to
the left while one blue and several black tarp covered pallets of core boxes are located to the right.

The NQ-sized core boxes are located to the right of the drill salt in Figure 8, with one blue and several
black, tarp-covered skids staked two skids high.
Table 2 Summary of Non-fuel materials stored at Colomac staging area

Material
Core boxes
Drill Salt
(calcium chloride)

No skids / crates
36 small skids
Total

Units per skid
/container
180

No Units

Quantity

6,480

25,920 m

250 bags

12,500 lbs

Nighthawk does not accept responsibility for the placement or state of third-party drums located at the
Colomac airstrip apron.
Respectfully,

for Nighthawk Gold Corp.
William Waychison, M.Sc.A., P.Geo.
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